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On Wednesday, Nov. 5,
Trinity's own Adrienne Fulco,
Associate Professor of Legal
and Policy Studies and Direc·
tor of the Public Policy and
Law Program, appeared as
a guest on WNPR's program
"Where We Live" with host
John Dankosky.
Fulco joined a panel of
guests that included Colin
McEnroe, host of The Colin
McEnroe Show on WNPR,
Mark Pazniokas, the Capitol
bureau chief for The Connecticut Mirror, Tom Foley, Repub·
lican candidate for governor,

Last year, the Faculty Con·
ference selected a special fac·
ulty committee to evaluate the
College's student honor code
and disciplinary system. This
committee examined the Integrity Contract and the disci·
plinary processes for academic
dishonesty and social miscon·
duct. The system in use today
was created more than a decade
ago and, as such, the commit·
tee was charged with proposing
any improvements that might
be needed to update the system.
During the 2013·14 aca·
demic year, the committee

see WNPR on page 5

COURTESY OF Adrienne Fulco
Both Professor Fulco and Connecticut Secretary of State Denise Merrill were guests on WNPR last week.

see HONOR CODE on page 6

Trinity alumna Rachel Platten performs at The Mill SGA to host
earn a degree in In - community that attend· Again".
ELISE KEI-RAHN '16
At times, it was difternational
Relations ed the performance were
forum about
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
during her time at Trin- among the first to hear ficult
to
distinguish
Last Tuesday eve- ity, her decision to pur- her new tracks.
Platten's work from the
sexual assault
ning,
talented
pop sue a singing career is a
Accompanied by Craig likes of more prominent
singer-songwriter
and
Trinity alumna, Rachel
Platten '03, returned to
campus for an exclusive
performance at The Mill.
Despite
currently
being on a house tour,
she took the time to visit her alma mater and
share stories about the
experiences she'8 had
during her time work·
ing in the music industry. Her well-attended
and well-delivered performance made for an
excellent and inspiring
study break.
Wearing a red and
white flannel over a
black
screen-printed
t-shirt, Platten strode
into the Mill's concert
room and flashed a
broad smile at the eagerly awaiting audience.
Although
Platten
graduated from Trinity
over ten years ago, she
seemed right at home
as she mingled with the
current members of the
Trinitones. Platten was
a member of the Trini ·
tones during her time at
Trinity.
While she chose to

reflection of her liberal
arts education.
Despite her radiant
and youthful aesthetic,
as soon as she perched
herself at her keyboard,
Platten's maturity as a
musician began to shine
through.
The Mill's newly reno·
vated floors reflected the
stage lights and emanated a warm glow around
her
that
contrasted
with the crisp autumnal
nightfall outside.
Unlike other perform ers, Platten avoided the
venue's usual platform
stage and instead sat
within arms reach of the
students in the first row.
This allowed for a more
intimate performance.
"I'm going to play some
of my new songs for you,
if you all don't mind.
But you
probably
didn't know my old stuff,
so it doesn't even matter," she joked.
Having
recently
wrapped up the production of her sophomore
studio album, which
has yet to be released,
members of the Trinity

Campbell, her longtime
friend and drummer,
Platten ran through
a new set list, which
chronicled the themes
of first love, heartbreak,
and triumph over personal tribulations.
Throughout her performance she took time
to interact with the audience between songs.
Through this dialogue,
the audience definitely
got a sense of Platten's
dedication to her art.
Later in the show,
Platten confidently performed her single "1,000
Ships," an airy, pleasurable song that reached
No. 30 on Billboard's
Adult Top 40 chart list
at the time of its release.
The song contains
undertones of Sarah
Bareilles
and Ingrid
Michaelson and 1s re·
flective of some of Platten's musical influences. Another single that
she performed was one
that ABC Family's popular teen drama "Pretty Little Liars" recently
featured during a scene
in its episode, "Begin

'soft-indie rocker chicks,'
but her promise became
more evident when she
belted
"Fight Song,"
which has played on
NBC's "Biggest Loser."
Platten informed the
audience that she would
also be playing this song
for one of her biggest
fans who is a young boy
fighting for his life at a
cancer treatment center. "I'm asking you guys
to pray for him so he
can make it," she said.
When
she
launched
into the song, she maintained a very subtle balance between power and
restraint in her vocal
range as she crooned its
powerful lyrics, "I might
only have one match but
I can make an explosion."
The audience was
moved by her emotion al performance. When
she finished her set, the
audience thanked with
thunderous applause.
The students that attended her performance
are likely to have left
as new fans of this brilliant, young singer.

CHRIS BULFINCH '18
STAFF WRITER

This Friday, Nov. 14, the
Student Government Associ·
ation is hosting an open fo·
rum in Cinestudio at 2 p.m.
to discuss campus sexual
assault.
Trinity recently joined
the ''It's on Us" campaign,
a nationwide movement
endorsed by the Obama ad·
ministration to help reduce
the rate of sexual assault,
sexual violence, rape, and
other related crimes on col·
lege campuses across the
country.
As a part of the pledge,
Trinity hopes to encourage
an open and safe environ·
ment for the discussion of
issues surrounding sexual
assault.
Therefore, the SGA's fo·
rum is open to everyone on
campus. Attendance is ex·
pected to be high, as a num·
her of SGA members have
fervently led the charge in
promoting this event.
Join the SGA this Friday
to engage in a discussion
about one of the most im ·
portant issues of our time.
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Opinions expresse
Tripod editorials represent the views of the executive board
of The Trinity Tripod. Those Qpinions do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
Tripod staff as a whole. Also, opfuions expressed Ill the Opinion section belong to the
writers themselves and do not represent the views of the Tripod staff.

The Tripod is always looking for new writers and contributors.
If you are interested in writing, please send an email to

TrinityTripod@outlook.com
and a member of our editorial staff will contact you.

Please visit our website: www.commons.
ttincoll.edu/ tripod. Articles are published
online each week. Follow us on Twitter
@TheTrinTripod and visit our Facebook
page at facebook.com/TrinityTripod.

Tripod Editorial
Trinity's Writing Center offers an
excellent cure for any essay woes
"I hate essays." I've
heard my peers say this
countless times from middle school to high school to
college. I've said this sev·
eral times myself (even
though, as an English major, I profess to love writ·
ing in all of its forms).
People hate essays for
good reason. They're difficult to write. And they're
infinitely more difficult to
write well.
An essay is not like a
math problem in which
the correct answer is within your grasp, definite
and certain. In an essay,
there is no right answer
and that intangibility can
be infuriating. A student
can suffocate under the
weight of the seemingly endless possibilities of
what he might write.
What college student
has not been confronted
the horror of the blank
Word document? It's the
moment when the writ·
er must give form to the
thoughts swirling around
in his mind. Self doubt
creeps in and the writers
asks himself, "how am
I ever going to come up
with a thesis?" "How can
I write anything original?
Everything's already been
said!"
For Trinity students,
essays are an inevitable
part of our college career.
The Trinity curriculum
requires all students to
take two writing-in ten -

sive courses before graduating. Every incoming
freshman is automatically enrolled in a first-year
seminar, which includes
a
substantial writing
component. Also, as part
of Trinity's distribution
requirements,
students
must take at least one
class in the humanities, in
which students are guaranteed to write at least a
few essays.
Thankfully, the College
also offers a superb resource that we can turn to
when we need help with
writing. I have found the
'fyinity College Writing
Center to be an invaluable asset during my time
here.
During my freshman
year, when I was trying
to successfully transition
from high school writ·
ing standards to college
standards, I turned to the
Writing Center for help.
After just a few appointments with the Writ·
ing Center's excellent
staff, I found that many
of the writing woes that
I suffered from in high
school had suddenly dis-.
appeared. I could write
drafts more quickly, my
sentences were clearer
and more concise, and I
was able to craft stronger
theses.
When you go to the
Writing Center, you work
with a student tutor
called a Writing Associ·

ates. All Associates take
a semester-long class in
which they are trained in
writing instruction.
The most important
lesson that the Associates
learn is to ask questions.
This is the core of the
Writing Center pedagogy.
When I go to the Writing Center, the Associate
asks me what I'm writ·
ing about. At that point,
I must explain what I'm
trying to say in my essay. I'm always amazed
by how much better I understand what I'm trying
to say after I explain it to
someone else.
When you're writing
an essay, it often feels
that thoughts are beating around in your head
and you have no hope of
organizing them. When
a Writing Associate asks
you to explain your thesis,
that confusion can disappear in an instant.
This is just one of the
many excellent aspects of
the Writing Center. If you
have difficulty with any
kind of writing, I would
strongly recommend mak·
ing an appointment.
The Writing Center
is open throughout the
day on Monday through
Thursday and is also open
on Sunday evenings.
Appointments can be
made online at trincoll.
mywconline.com.

-FGR

Prohibiting first-years from having cars limits their ability to explore
Should freshmen be
allowed to have cars on
campus? It's a question
that nearly every university is faced with, and the
answer is often no.
I see the many possible benefits that come
with restricting freshmen
students because, ideal·
ly, you want freshmen to
become integrated and
comfortable with their
college's campus.
However,
Trinity
stands out as an exception. Certainly, a car is
not needed for on-campus
transportation like it may
be at big state colleges
and universities. Howev·
er, every student is well
aware of Trinity's location
and immediate surround·
ings.
It is no secret that in-

creased officer presence
and patrolling has made
the campus much more
secure. Nevertheless, one
of the selling points Trinity offers is its location.
It doesn't sell its location
in Hartford, but rather
focuses on its close proximity to major Northeastern cities like Boston and
New York.
In order for a student
to capitalize on some of
the wonderful opportu nities that Trinity's location offers, you must
have a car. Truthfully,
the shuttle services to
on and off-campus loca·
tions are wholly unreliable. Furthermore, I have
not spoken to one person
who ever used their bus
"U-Pass" to transport
themselves into the city

of Hartford.
Hartford is unique
in that it has an urban
appeal and it also has
wonderful neighborhoods
nearby with great· places
to explore the outdoors,
shop, or eat at an excellent restaurant.
However, it is much
easier and much more
cheap to drive oneself to
one of those locations,
as opposed to any other
alternatives. Therefore,
freshmen are denied the
chances to familiarize
themselves with the city
of Hartford. For exam·
ple, they are rejected the
opportunity to take advantage of nearby hiking
trails.
Additionally, this re·
striction
on
allowing
freshmen to possess cars

on campus seems to be reinforced by financial ben efits to the College as well
as the campus' capacity to
hold enough cars.
The latter issue seems
plausible given the ur·
ban location and limited
parking space on campus.
Yet, on the other hand,
the College's policy works
to limit the ability of
freshmen to eat off-campus. With only a small
variety of selections and
odd hours for each venue;
on-campus dining loses
its appeal within the first
month as you begin to tire
of the usual meals.
Thus, you have seen
many
upperclassmen
abandon the meal plan
altogether given its expensive nature, limited
variety, and poor quality.

By prohibiting fresh·
men to have cars, the College ensures it will have
a pool of subscribers to
their meal plan.
By denying freshmen
the chance to have a car
at the College, their experiences are limited
because they can't fully
explore Hartford or its
surrounding areas.

-FBH

OPINION
Uber justifies surge pricing during busy hours
BHUMIKA CHOUDHARY '18

STAFF WRITER

Uber has become one of
the fastest evolving businesses m the world. Between 2009 and 2014, Uber
set up their service in over
200 cities. Uber has made
taxis more accessible by
making it easier for passengers to locate rides. It
has also created a stable job
market for drivers. Uber is
reliable because the drivers
undergo a background check
and the app shows customers the car number and location with the name of the
driver. Nonetheless, numerous customers were enraged
on Halloween with Uber's
surge pricing.
Gabrielle Wathen is one
of the customers who expressed her annoyance with
Uber's surge pricing on social media. On Saturday, Gabrielle Wathen published on
a crowd-funding site named
GoFundMe, "I feel taken advantage of and cheated by
the Uber name. $367 for a
20-minute ride should never
be justified, even on Halloween. Please donate even just
1 dollar if you think this is
utter and complete bullshit

and also hilarious and very,
very depressing at the same
time." $367 is not a small
amount, especially for college students. We contemplate going to concerts and
dining outside because our
savings are not significant.
If the card information was
not registered, nobody would
have willingly paid $367, regardless of his or her mental state of mind. Nobody is
denying that Uber provides
excellent service, but if the
company aims to continue
expanding worldwide then
the prices on special days
like Halloween need to be
reevaluated.
One of the Uber drivers
grinned at the prospect of
Halloween fares. He shared
with me that he earned an
amount equivalent to three
to four days worth of rides.
This speaks volumes itself.
Customers should not be
taken advantage of. A slight
surge in price is understandable but $367 is not. However, I cannot deny that Uber
is a very active and dynamic
service.
The toll free number of
Yellow Cabs is (860) 6666666. These can be booked
and be at your doorstep

when you desire. Last weekend, my friend and I walked
for 40 minutes in search of
a yellow cab on our way to
Westfarms mall. It was wonderful to have a work out,
but with the wind beating
against our faces, we really
wanted a cab.
It was bewildering that
there was not a single yellow cab on the streets, so
mid-way we decided to call
for a yellow cab. We sat outside a gas station for 20 minutes waiting for our ride to
arrive.
Nobody has the time or
patience to wait now a days.
Can you imagine any New
Yorker patiently sitting outside a gas station for a taxi?
Subsequently, this explains
why Uber has not only a
growing following of loyal
customers but also cab drivers. Uber is a safety net for
college students, especially
if the nearby neighborhood
1s not safe. For instance,
before my parents left after
moving me in, they ensured
that I had an Uber account
so they did not have to worry
about my travels. It is comforting to have driver information beforehand and also
know how much time it will

take until the driver will arrive. It allows customers to
order a taxi beforehand to
plan and save time accordingly. Additionally, the customer service is extremely
proactive. I was in New York
City when I needed an Uber
urgently so I could catch my
bus on time. It took quite a
lot of time for the Uber to arrive so I got hold of a cab instead. I was charged 10 dollars for cancelling the Uber
and I felt that I had been
wronged. I sent an email explaining the incident.
Within a day the Uber
administration replied apologizing and giving me a refund of $10. I was delighted with the service. Hence,
I believe that customers
should contact the Uber office regarding any concerns.
We cannot ignore the fact
that Uber is creating an economically productive environment. It is providing jobs
to unqualified males and females. It is allowing citizens
of the country to contribute
to the per capita gross domestic product. It is sustaining households and motivating people to work instead
of depending on unemployment benefits. Uber is prof-

itable not just for the CEO of
the company but also for the
nation as a whole.
I will not deny that Uber
does provide poor service
at times, one of the examples being surge pricing on
Halloween. Moreover, some
drivers are not courteous
and are oblivious about directions and roads.
The drivers of the city are
dependent on GPS because
when long routes are taken
it later equates to a heavy
bill amount. Therefore, Uber
should pay close attention
to driver background checks
and ride pricing. If the company fails to do so, Uber's
loyal following could decrease, which would cause
the company to lose popularity instead of growing.
Uber needs to reasonably
resolve the concerns of customers regarding the surge
pncmg during Halloween
and other holidays. The
company can only thrive if
customers continue to be
happy with the service.
Nevertheless, customers
should keep in mind that
they are paying for a good
service and that the administration can be contacted
regarding concerns.

Physician-assisted death raises issues of morality
SHEILA NJAU '17

STAFF WRITER

Death is a topic that
no one ever wants to talk
about despite the fact that
it is a specter looming on
the horizon that each of us
will have to face at some
point. For most people,
facing that option comes
decades after having lived
what many would deem 'a
full life'; sadly this is not
the outcome for everyone.
Some people have to face
this unfortunate prospect
much sooner than they
should have to. Yet, sometimes the most devastating part is not the idea of
death itself, but having to
choose death because the
other alternative is unbearable.
What if you knew that
you only had a few months
to live and in those few
months, you would be able
to physically feel yourself
deteriorating without the
possibility of any treatment or anything that
could relieve the pain?
What if you knew that your
family would be there to
watch you fade away slowly, knowing that ultimately they would lose you?
What choice would you

make? Would you choose
to spend those last few
months, however painful
with your family, or would
you choose death instead
to save not only yourself,
but also your family from
having to watch you die?
Sadly, this is not an easy
question to answer because with either choice,
death still comes much
too soon. Just as in death
came to soon for Brittany
Maynard.
Brittany Maynard discovered that she had a
grade two astrocytoma, a
type of brain cancer, in the
beginning of this year. She
had surgery to remove the
tumor, but four month later the cancer had returned
and this time it was a
grade 4 astrocytoma. After the second diagnosis,
she was given only six
months to live. A grade 4
astrocytoma, also known
as a Glioblastoma, is considered one of the most
deadly forms of cancer.
Most patients who suffer
from this type of cancer
do not live longer that
eighteen months after being diagnosed. Brittany
knowing these odds had
to make a choice: whether
to live those six months

or not. With these options
in mind, Brittany finally
made the decision to travel from California to Oregon in order to "die with
dignity."
In 1994, Oregon passed
the Death with Dignity act
and became the first state
to legalize physician-assisted suicide, within certain limitations. This act
allows terminally ill pa tients who know that they
will die in a few months
the right to request, in
writing, that they wish
to recieve a lethal dose of
a medication to end their
life. The doctor does not
have to agree to the request if they have moral
objections against a certain situation and a second doctor is also required
to look over the patient's
files to determine whether the terminal prognosis
is true. The patient also
has to be deemed mentally
competent and then wait
an additional fifteen days
and orally request the lethal medication. By 2013,
over 752 people had chosen to die with dignity and
now Brittany Maynard is
among them. She passed
away on Nov. 1, 2014. But
this is not where Britta-

ny's story ends.
Controversy still surrounds the idea of assisted
dying. Brittany's case elicited responses from many
people about her decision.
For example, Monsignor
Ignacio Carrasco de Paula,
the leader of the Pontifical
Academy for Life, stated
that Brittany's decision
was "in itself reprehensible" and that "the gesture
in and of itself should be
condemned." When I read
these words, I was left
speechless.
Monsignor
Ignacio Carrasco de Paula made the distinction
to say that he found the
decision
reprehensible,
but not the person going
through with it. Yet I find
myself wondering who is
he to have a say at all in
the personal decisions of
others, especially when it
comes to a condition such
as Brittany's.
Glioblastoma typically occurs in older people
so her case was rare considering she was only 29
when she was diagnosed.
What 1s worse are the
symptoms associated with
the condition, which range
from headaches, seizures,
vision loss, to personality
changes which 1ncreas-

ingly worsen as the person nears the end of their
life. So for these reason I
ask, who has a right to say
anything about Brittany's
condition? Her decision
was a hard one to make
considering that she was
leaving behind a husband
she had only been married
to for a year as well as the
rest of her family. However, those last six months
would have been difficult
not only for herself, but
her family as well.
I see Brittany as brave
for making a choice that
no one should have to
and ultimately choosing
death. Unless, Monsignor
Ignacio Carrasco de Paula
and any others were commented on her choice were
to suffer through those
symptoms, what right do
they have to say anything
about her decision? I do
not find what Brittany
did "reprehensible," and I
think that people who are
terminally ill should be
able to make that choice
of whether to keep on living those final months or
whether to end it. I am
only sad that people have
to make such a choice, especially those as young as
Brittany Maynard.
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Concussion prevelance calls for preventative measures
ARLEIGHA COOK '16

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Kevin Kolb is unfortuna tely not the only one
who experiences concussion symptoms 'every second of every day.'
For those of you who
·don't know Kolb is a former quarterback for the
Buffalo Bills. He was first
drafted in 2007. During his
career he has also played
for the Philadelphia Eagles
and the Arizona Cardinals.
However,
after
severe
concussion in a 2013 preseason game against the
Redskins relegated him to
the Bills' injured reserves.
He was subsequently released from this recovery
period on March 11, 2013.
However, he still can't escape the lasting effects of
his concussions today.
Then there's 38-yearold Chad Levitt, a former
running back for the Oakland Raiders and the St.
Louis Rams. In a recent
interview with ABC News
he elaborated on his experience of sustaining many

concussions and said, "if
I knew I was going to be
suffering for 12 years like
I have, I would have reconsidered playing in the NFL
at all." Levitt's experience
with post concussive symptoms includes depression,
mood swings, memory loss,
and inability to concen trate properly.
Concussion symptoms
can vary, and many times
people will experience
different combinations of
them. On the whole symptoms can range from severe headaches, confusion,
dizziness, inability to focus, mental fog, irritability, cognitive slowness to
nausea, vomiting, insomnia, constant drowsiness,
depression, and anxiety.
Less common symptoms
include loss of consciousness on impact, vestibular
problems, impaired facial
recognition, as well as permanent intellectual, neurological, and emotional
changes upon incurring
repeat concussions.
. There are students and
athletes at Trinity who

know firsthand the debilitating effects of concussions. Few people realize
the prevalence of people
who have sustained a concussion, however, because
our students and athletes
don't get the media coverage that professional athletes do.
Though awareness of
this devastating injury has
grown, efforts to actually
prevent it from happening
have not been able to keep
up the same pace. According to a recent study done
at Harvard, many colleges
still have not implemented
mandates by the NCAA to
create a concussion policy.
Of those schools that have
instituted concussion policies, only 71.6 percent of
them instruct athletes on
how to identify symptoms.
And that's just the
athletic programs. Policy
needs to be created at the
administrative level as
well, so that schools are
able to adequately help
their athletes off the field
as students in the classroom.

But we can capture
a moment. Trinity has a
shot at becoming one of
the leaders in concussion
policy and prevention. We
have faculty, such as Professor Sarah Raskin, with
backgrounds m clinical
neuroscience and psychology, who are always willing to take on these new
projects. We have alumni,
such as Dan Moore III '63,
who are actively studying methods of preventing
concussions. We have a
group of students, two of
whom testified as survivors for Connecticut's recently-signed concussion
law and who have created
the Concussion Awareness
and Support Organization
(CASO). We also have a
capable and accessitle
partner off campus in the
Brain Injury Alliance of
Connecticut. Our newly inaugurated President also
has a PH.D. in neuroscience, which we can use to
the school's advantage.
We have the resources
- now it's just a question
of collaboration, focus, and

effort.
That effort needs to
begin with education. In
short order, Trinity can
incorporate concussion education into many of the
programs we already have.
We can educate our Resi·
dential Assistants so they
know what to look for and
each student handbook
can be supplemented with
a copy of our concussion
policy and a list of symptoms. We can also make
sure that the CASO, athletic department, health
center, and administration
collaborate to provide the
best possible assistance for
our concussed students.
Even though Kolb and
Levitt are no longer able
to play football, they both
still think about it all the
time. They have no choice.
This doesn't have to be the
fate of Trinity students. A
concussion
intervention
would do more for our injured students and athletes and would establish
the Trinity community as
a leader in concussion care
and prevention.

Our differences should be celebrated, not just tolerated
GREGORY OCHIAGHA '18

STAFF WRITER

I really love it when
political, social issues
become trendy topics. I
loved hearing people discuss their opinions on the
George Zimmerman case
of 2013. I relished over
Facebook rants about feminism and white privilege.
Sometimes I don't agree
with what they have to
say, but I always think
having an open dialogue
about these issues is important. Through discussion we are able learn
from one another and
progress. However, there
is one social topic that I
don't believe enough people understand and that
even includes the minority
group involved.
The Gay Rights Movement has been a trendy
topic for a long time and,
very recently, a lot of victories have been won. In
President Obama's second
inaugural speech, he declared that the American
journey could not be complete until "our gay brothers and sisters are treated
like anyone else under the
law." And, in early October, the Supreme Court
decided to lift the hold on
lower court rulings and
now, according to CNN,
"more than 30 states and
the District of Columbia

allow marriage for samesex couples."
This is exactly the path
that America should be
heading towards and if
gay marriage wasn't such
a trendy topic, I don't
think we would be making the strides that we are
today. But like every political, social issue, there
are people that will write
those Facebook rants or
debate with you when
they don't fully grasp the
concept themselves.
This is definitely happening when we talk about
gay rights and gay issues.
Even when we believe we
are talking positively, the
way we view homosexuality in this country is both
heteronormative and homophobic. You can have
only gay friends or be a
gay person yourself and
still unintentionally spit
discriminatory phrases.
In high school, the advisor for the Gay Straight
Bi Alliance Club was a gay
man, a Brooklyn hipster
through and through. And
he decided to post a promotional sign around the
school campus for the club.
It included five phrases,
one under the other:
IAmGay
IAm Lesbian
I Am Bisexual
I Am T:t ansgendet ed
IAm Human
All
the
identifying

terms at the end of each
phrase had a line crossing through it, except of
course the last phrase.
I went to Mr. Hill, the
advisor of the extracurricular, to voice my opposition towards the sign. To
him, the sign was meant
to highlight the similarities between homosexuals
and heterosexuals in the
hope that by looking at
what makes us the same,
we would be able to further accept one another.
Well, I had a different
take on the sign. More
than anything, the sign
is telling the viewer that
we are all human, therefore being gay does not
matter. That sort of suggestion is not only insulting, but it is also false.
Being gay matters. I am
not like a straight guy. I
do not have the same relationship to women as
a straight guy does. The
dynamic I have with my
male friends, regardless of
their sexual orientation,
is different from that of
a straight man. I do not
necessarily feel obligated
to adhere to masculinity and all the limitations
that come from that social
construct. A straight male
does not have to explain to
their extremely Catholic
mother why he does not
like women. He does not
have to feel scared hold-

ing his lover's hand while
walking down the street.
If you are anything else
but straight, you can feel
as a bit of an oddity. Growing up and feeling like an
outsider matters. It takes
a lot for a person to finally and healthily recognize
who they are. Homosexuals have to come out. Ho·
mosexuals have to ask for
acceptance. And, annoyingly, homosexuals have
to consistently explain
their relationships. Yes,
gay men can have committed relationships (that's
probably the reason we
want gay marriage). And
no, he is not the girl in the
relationship because there
is no girl in a gay male relationship because that is
what gay means.
These are all experiences. Experiences affect
personality and identity.
Supporting gay men and
women does not mean ignoring the very thing you
should be supporting. It's
just a clever trick so that
you don't have to personally come to terms with
your own views of homosexuality (and what those
views say about you). But
if and when you do come
to terms with this topic,
please remember this:
similarity and equality are
often used interchangeably, but in this case they
cannot be. Someone does

not have to live the same
life you lead to be wortliy
of equal respect and equal
rights.
Another common and
apparently "positive" expression of gay acceptance
is "Gay is ok." That, to me,
completely reflects the
society's current view towards homosexuality. We
are a post-Christian world
that is finally coming to
understand that being gay
does not quite make you a
spawn of Satan. However,
it is time we adjust that
statement, a new rewordmg of that phrase that
could possibly suggest
that in the near future we
will be in a world that is
not only more gay-friendly, but also more loving
and respectful towards
the differences we all exhibit.
Author Audre Lorde
said it best: "It is not our
differences that divide us.
It is our inability to recognize, accept, and celebrate
those differences." We
don't need to find similarity to find peace - we need
to find peace in the fact
that we are all different,
and despite all our differences, we are all equal.
Being gay is not just
okay. It's far from it.
Gay is awesome. Gay is
new. Gay is different. Gay
is fresh . Gay is love. #GayIs'I'rending.

NEWS
Adrienne Fulco speaks on WNPR about U.S. politics
continued from page 1
and Denise Merrill, Con necticut
Secretary
of
State. The topics that
were covered ranged from
Foley's campaign for governor to the issues with
the United States electoral system.
Fulco first entered the
conversation when Dankosky asked her to discuss
what he called the "red
tide rolling across the
Senate."
Fulco responded that
she thought the Republicans ran very good cam paigns. "I think they were
disciplined. I think they
kept on message. I think
they made sure that some
of the people who could
have ended up on the
ballot didn't. This was
particularly
important
in red states because the
democrats were fighting
in a number of elections
where they didn't have a
natural advantage," Fulco said.
Dankosky then asked
Fulco to elaborate on the
specific
circumstances
that allowed the Republican party to make such
sweeping gains. He posed
the question, were the
gains the result of Republican ideas taking hold
in a number of states or
were they just the result

of better campaign tactics
and the low approval ratings of President Obama.
Fulco responded, "I
think this was a campaign entirely about the
failure of Barack Obama.
He could hardly cam paign anywhere in the
country." She said that
democrats were to blame
overall "for not managing government well... I
think that when you add
in things like Ebola, ISIS,
and the roll-out of healthcare, you can understand
why people are skeptical
about the competency of
the government."
Fulco expanded on her
idea that the Republican
victories were the result

of discontent with the
democratic party by saying that, in many states
that went Republican,
voters came out in support of a higher minimum
wage.
Fulco explained that a
higher minimum wage is
not something we would
expect a Republican to
vote for. This shows that
the beliefs of many voters' have not changed;
however, it does show the
extent to which the American people are frustrated
with the way in which
democratic
candidates
have been running the
government.
The
panel
then
changed subjects slight-

ly and spoke about an
Op- Ed piece that recently appeared in the "New
York Times." The article
proposed the elimination
of mid-term elections,
claiming that they only
increase
polarization
among parties.
Fulco said that she
planned to present this
Op- Ed to her students because she thought it was
such a thought-provoking
piece.
Fulco then discussed
the polarization we're
seeing in today's politics.
She said, "what you will
find when we look at all
the exit polls is that polarization has increased.
It has not decreased in

this election. We don't
have a loyal opposition.
We just have an opposition. How are we going to
govern this country given
that the Republicans are
going to be pushed by politicians like Ted Cruz to
go further to the right?"
Throughout the rest
of the program, the panel
continued to discuss the
ways in which the results
of these mid-term elections will influence U.S.
politics in the future.
To listen to the full
broadcast and hear the
remainder of Fulco's com ments and analysis, visit
wnpr.org/post/wheelhouse-whos-next-governor-connecticut.

COURTESY OF WNPR.com
Last week, Mark Pazniokas (left) and Tom Foley (right) were part of the guest panel on WNPR's "Where We Live"

Jake Villarreal '17 founds Trinity Debate Team
THEO PESIRIDIS '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Debate is the most im portant activity for edu cation and the spread of
knowledge, allowing for
individuals to hear and
understand the view of
other people and build
critical skills necessary
for communication. Debate is critical for fostering discussion beyond
the classroom, and in
creating an intellectual
environment for students
to discuss controversial
issues of our time. For
these reasons, Jake Villarreal '1 7 found the Trin ity College debate team at
the beginning of this year,
and opened an entirely
new door of possibility for
Trinity and its students.
Jake Villarreal in usmg know ledge gained
from his debate experience at Bates College
during his freshman year,
had to bring a debate

team to Trinity College to
continue his love for the
activity. In interview, he
stated," I wanted to teach
other people debate, and
it's going really well."
Furthermore, Jake elaborated on the importance
of the team in creating
political conversation and
active participation within the student body saying," this activity is great
for activists to learn how
to speak publicly, make
convincing
arguments,
and meet other people
who are interested in politics." He also explained
that in each debate tournament any member of
a team can argue for any
issue or point they desire,
and attempt to support it
as best as possible among
their peers. This flexibility of discussion allows for
a wide range of important topics such as feminism, wealth divide, and
even U.S. relations with
Hamas to be covered in

such debates. Issues from
every part of the world
are brought to the forefront of academic discussion.
The Trinity Debate
team attends tourna ments every weekend at
various colleges and universities such as Harvard,
Wesleyan, and Brandeis,
and has the opportunity to compete out west
in West Coast tournaments. The tournaments
are
either
American
Parliamentary or British Parliamentary style,
and each has their own
specific regulations and
structure. In American
Parliamentary Debates,
teams of two compete
against each other on any
issue, and a team of judges scores their speakers.
One of the teams brings
any argument it desires
forward and supports it,
and the other team attacks the argument. At
the end of the round the

combined scores of each
team's· speakers decide
the winner of the round.
Five rounds occur, and
than the winning teams
move onto the finals.
British Parliamentary
Tournaments are com pletely different: four
teams debate at once, and
a team of expert debaters
preselects the issues that
will be argued. Each team
receives fifteen minutes
to prepare their speeches beforehand, and a
team of judges scores the
speeches. Again prelim inary rounds occur, and
the winning teams move
onto the final rounds. The
Trinity College Debate
Team competes mostly
in the American Parliamentary
tournaments,
yet has the opportunity to
participate in both kinds
of tournaments providing both experiences for
students. What's more interesting is that interna tional teams from univer-

sities and colleges such as
Oxford occasionally travel over seas to compete
in U.S. competitions, and
students from different
nations are represented
at the tournaments. The
great diversity of students competing allows
for the presentation of
many different views and
opinions on significant issues, and more complex
debate.
The Debate Team is
a great way for anyone
to learn about different
current events and issues
across the globe, and recognize the effects of bias
on the presentation of
them. The tournaments
allow students to work
together and create the
strongest argument possible, and learn from each
other in the process. Education and understanding
are the goals of the program, and debate is the
means by which to reach
these goals.
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Professor Doerre discusses German playwright's works
CHRIS BULFINCH '18
STAFF WRITER

Curiosity has been the gen·
esis of many interesting devel ·
opments, ranging from human
flight to the longer-lasting
light bulb. Spontaneous interest is often the progenitor of
many hobbies, subfields, and
the occasional breakthrough,
sometimes in the more ob·
scure and less travelled av·
enues of human experience.
Professor Jason Doerre gave
a common hour talk on Thurs·
day that educated members of
the Trinity community about
one such fascinatingly eso·
teric branch of study, about
the life and work of Hermann
Sudermann, an Industrial-era
German playwright. Professor
Doerre is a graduate fellow in
German Studies here at Trini·
ty, teaching classes in German
cinema and literature while
working on a dissertation en·
titled "Pessimism in Progress:
Hermann Sudermann and
German Liberalism". Profes·
sor Doerre's presentation was
far-reaching,
encompassing
not only Sudermann and his
importance to Doerre's area
of research, but also the larg·
er artistic context of the late
19th century, in addition to
the socio-political climate of
post·reunifiation Germany, as
well as the state of culture in
the decades leading up to the
First World War.

Sudermann's name is not
very widely known m the
United States, and his work,
though known to specialists in
German art, has similarly fall·
en by the wayside of the mass
conciousness. An overview
of his life and achievements,
however, takes one down a
fascinating path through the
artistic, political, and cultur·
al history of Germany and
Europe, as the Industrial Age
began to wind down and the
stage was being set for the
tumult of the 20th century.
Born in 1857 in what is now
Lithuania, Sudermann was
raised alongside his family in
a small town where his fami·
ly owned a brewery. A man of
modest means, Sudermann
worked a variety of jobs to put
himself through school, even·
tually attending Konigsberg
University, later completing
his education in Berlin. He
eventually became a journal·
ist, working as an editor in
the 1880s, while writing serial
novels and other short stories
in his spare time. The novels
and short stories failed to gar·
ner him any significant recog·
nition in the artistic answer.
In 1889, he had his first major
artistic breakthrough, a play
entitled "Die Ehre" ("Honour"
in German), turning him into
an overnight sensation. He
followed "Die Ehre" up with
the controversial "Sodom's
End" in 1891 and "Heimat"

in 1893 (later translated as
"Magda" in English in 1896),
further securing his reknown.
His plays began to gain popu·
larity overseas, notable in Ja·
pan, where more than 30 films
were produced based on his
dramatic works. He attained
such a degree of fame that his
distinctive beard became a
fashion trend in 1890s Berlin.
"Sodom's End" became
something of a controversy
in Berlin in that its content
was deemed against a sense
of public decency or morality,
and resulted in Berlin police
action in 1891. This revealed
the ridiculous censorship that
was prevalent in Germany at
the time, and the theme of
public opinion and law as it
relates to art became a recurring theme in Sudermann's
work. Sudermann's work from
the beginning had an individ·
ualist theme, condemning the
"rule of the masses" in the art
world. He believed that the
rise of mass culture, everyone
watching or experiencing the
same thing, particularly m
an artistic sense, was deep·
ly damaging to art and the
human experience. He felt a
similar way about politics. His
play, "The Mad Professor" told
the story of a university pro·
fessor whose unconventional
brilliance and lack of political
interests set him at odds with
the "mainstream", very politi·
cal faculty, and set him intel·

lectually against the changing
times.
This last theme, that of the
individual thinking and feel·
ing against the common grain
became something of a theme
of Sudermann's later life. After World War I and the rise
of the decadent "Roaring 20s"
culture, Sudermann became
increasingly
disillusioned
with what he saw as the rise of
cheap, mass culture, designed
for the lowest common denom·
inator, particularly movies,
an up·and·coming industry
at the time. He bought an es·
tate in rural Germany, outside
of Berlin, and decorated it
with ancient Greek · -themed
statuary, celebrating the aes·
thetic ideals of a time he saw
as passed. He became a very
sharp-tongued theater and
film critic in his later years,
as he watched his work fall by
the wayside, replaced by mov·
ing picture shows that were
more accessible to the masses.
From his "aesthetically perfect" island of an estate, he
watched with some bitterness
as the world changed, the old
German bourgeoisie values
he was raised with eroded,
and the mass political move·
ments began to gain traction,
particularly after the German
unification of 1871. He died in
1928, and his name became a
small detail in some obscure
history books, and his writing
was catalogued and largely

forgotten. That is, until Pro·
fessor Doerre happened upon
a book of his in college.
Professor Doerre happened
upon Sudermann's work by
accident, and found it en·
thralling. Sudermann fit in
well with Doerre's interest in
German studies and film, and
eventually Doerre came to
write his entire dissertation
on Sudermann's cultural im·
portance, and his role in the
shifting cultural landscape of
late 19th and early 20th cen·
tury Europe. This accidental
discovery spawned a whole
new area of research, and an
impressive project for Profes·
sor Doerre. Trinity students
were very fortunate to have
had the opportunity to learn
about this esoteric yet fasci·
nating facet of culture from a
century ago, a piece of history
misplaced but not lost, and
its rediscovery can provide
valuable insight. Professor
Doerre's work provides a poi·
gnant example of how simple
curiosity can unearth some·
thing buried, and can vindi·
cate work forgotten even in
the artist's time, and bring it
forward into today, making it
relevant for this generation,
and many generations hence.
Trinity students were tru·
ly fortunate to spend an hour
and a half of a rainy day, eat-ing sandwiches m Seabury
Hall, learning about a forgot·
ten man of a bygone era.

Faculty committee proposes improveme~ts to honor code
continued from page 1
met weekly to examine
the current system, "in·
terviewing a wide range of
administrators, faculty, and
students" according to an
e·mail sent out by the com·
mittee. For example, they
conducted an online survey
of Faculty and graduating
seniors, and they examined
the disciplinary procedures
of Trinity's peer institu ·
tions.
Over the summer, the
committee came up with a
series of proposals in the
form of motions for the Fae·
ulty to look over and vote
on at its meeting on Nov.
11. These changes that the
committee proposed were
also included in an e·mail
sent out to the Trinity com·
munity at large. Already,
the committee has stated
that they have begun to re·
vise these proposals in re·
sponse to suggestions from
some Faculty members.
They have also expressed
encouragement for the com·
munity to add any critiques
so that they might further
improve these proposals.

Many of the issues that
these proposals address are
those that are concerned
with the Academic Dis·
honesty Procedures. The
committee's motion 1s to
establish a procedure "under which all penalties for
academic dishonesty are
imposed through either a
First Offender Resolution
Process or an Academic
Dishonesty
Hearing ... ".
Accordingly, the First Offender Resolution Process
would be an option in the
case of a student who has
been charged with an aca ·
demic dishonesty violation
but who has no previous
academic dishonesty viola tion on file, as well as for a
student who admits guilt to
the charge. Furthermore,
in this situation, the max·
imum sanction that may
be imposed by the instruc·
tor is failure in the course.
However, if a student has
been charged with academ ·
ic dishonesty but also has
a previous violation file,
the Dean of Students Office is required to attend a
formal academic hearing.
In the same manner, if a

student charged as a first
offender but does not ac·
cept guilt, they must also
attend an academic dishon·
esty hearing. If a student
attends such a hearing, an
additional sanction may
be imposed in combination
with that already imposed
by the instructor. Some of
these sanctions include:
academic censure for the
remainder of the students'
undergraduate career; aca·
demic probation for one or
two semesters; suspension
from the College for one or
two semesters; or expul ·
SlOn.

The committee also add·
ed that to ensure that all
infractions are punished
similarly, a Jury Panel in·
stead of the Academic Affairs Committee will estab·
lish a set of recommended
punishments. In addition,
the accused student may be
accompanied by an advisor
from the Trinity Communi·
ty if he/she gives notice to
the Chair of the Hearing
Panel in writing at least 72
hours prior to the hearing.
Overall, the motion lists the
major changes to the former

system as: there will now
be mandatory reporting of
all cases were sanctions are
imposed, that there is the
creation of an alternative to
the hearing process for first
offenders, and finally, that
there is now an integration
of consequences imposed by
faculty into the consider·
ation of sanctions through
the hearing process.
Other suggested 1m ·
provements to the honor
system from the committee
involve the communication
and sharing of the college's
policies and procedures
with the community. Al·
though they have already
announced these proposals
to the community at large,
they hope to take steps to
make students and faculty
fully aware of the respon·
sibilities that they agree
to uphold in regard to ac·
ademic and social integri·
ty. Primarily, they hope to
spread awareness of these
policies through an updated
and accessible website. In
addition, the committee be·
lieves that there needs to be
"a concerted effort" to com·
municate this information

to incoming students and
faculty alike. As a result,
the committee also suggests
that students sign a pledge
of academic integrity not
only at matriculation, but
also at the first meeting of
every course, and upon sub·
mission of written work as
appropriate. This, the com·
mittee believes, will reinforce and remind students
of what they are agreeing
to uphold. Finally, they
suggest that all academic
advisors be informed when
a student is charged with
academic dishonesty.
As Trinity attempts to
improve its academic reputation, it is important that it
also reinforces the academic integrity of its students.
As a result, the committee
in search of a better honor
system encourages all who
are interested m partici·
pating in such progress to
share their recommendations. Those who are interested in participating may
find more information on
the proposals on the college
website, and contact Christine McMorris by e·mail
with their suggestions.

FEATURES
Long Walk Societies host panel for alumni in real estate
DUNCAN GRIMM '15
STAFF WRJTER
It seemed like an ordinary
evening in Grand Central at
6 p.m. as business men and
women in tan t:r:ench coats
with both black and brown
briefcases, matching their
black or brown leather shoes,
crisscrossed the 1913 con·
course, passing by the fantas·
tic timepiece by which many
of us have been instructed by
friends, family, and signifi ·
cant others, to "meet under
the clock."
Though the golden eri of
American rail travel has long
passed, still nearly 750,000
people with just as many perspectives and purposes, pass
through the terminus on a
daily basis. It seemed like
business as usual, as I looked
out from the Lexington Ave·
nue stairs, noting the impres·
sively large American flag
and the ubiquitous tourists
posing for pictures under the
sweeping turquoise cosmos.
This evening however was
special as a short distance up
the escalators on the 21st floor
of the MetLife building, Trin ·
ity College's Long Walk Soci·
eties. pz:es~nted .l'k..e.,lnd\.\stry.
Serles Panel Discussion on
real estate, hosted and mod·
erated by Mark Ravesloot '79,
P'll,'15, and a vice chairman
in CBRE's Manhattan Office.
200
Park
Ave-the
MetLife Building-had all the
trappings of a New York office
building including a modern
sleek interior with layouts
perhaps meant to keep visi·
tors on their toes-maybe a

COURTESY OF Kathryn Van Sickle '12
Trinity alums and students packed the large conference room at CBRE's Manhattan offices.
power play on the part of the
architects!
In
addition
to Mr.
Ravesloot, the panel featured
Jon Estreich '75, of Estreich
& Company, Peter Duncan
'81, P'13,'14, of George Com·
fort & Soos, Inc., and Lisa Ca·
dette Detwiler '87, of Corcor·
an Group Real Estate. Each
alumnus and alumna of Trin·
ity ,has a , u_nique ,background
of experiences from their
time at the College to their
present positions, and thus
they maintain nuanced perspectives on the commercial
and residential real estate cli·
mates in New York City. They
offered their thoughts as well
as responded tactfully to a
question and answer session
between audience and panel
towards the end of the eve·

mng.
Each panelist represent·
ed a different field in real es·
tate, including sales, finance,
management, and-in Mr.
Estreich's case-successfully
placing more than $30 billion
in debt and equity encom·
passing retail, residential,
industrial, and hotel properties since the founding of his
firm in .. J986. Each alumni
had a similar success story,
and none would call it such;
they were each modest in
their own right, but eager
to point out the successes of
their peers. Interestingly, Jon
Estreich majored in History,
Lisa Cadette Detwiler in Bi·
ology with a concentration in
genetics, and Peter Duncan
in American Studies, . while
Mark Ravesloot majored

in International Relations.
None of these majors would
suggest 'real estate'; howev·
er, their diversity of majors
reflects the creativity of the
individual in that they were
not bound to a track based off
of what they studied.
Their backgrounds before
real estate include construe·
tion, the State Department,
and pharmaceutical .compa·
nies. They have all succeeded
in a highly competitive field
in an extremely intense lo·
cation with a liberal arts de·
gree.
Each alumni offered in·
sight into real estate and
New York in general. In Pe·
ter Duncan's words: "New
York City is a gateway city ...
[and] viewed as a great place
to invest." Jon Estreich in

recounting past ventures of
his firm stated that the "real
estate business is defined by
fighters with passion and
creativity." Lisa Cadette Detwiler, who has a background
in marketing and sales for
pharmaceutical firms, as
well as years of experience in
Brooklyn residential real es·
tate, believes "the Manhattan
market is a global market."
Implied in each statement is
an understanding that the
real estate world is fluid and
constantly changing based
off of the given proclivities of
the market climate, and each
Trinity alumni who took part
in the panel discussion clearly understands this.
The event was exceeding·
ly well attended with Trinity
alumni and Long Wa1k S6ci·
eties' members from many
different class years and ca·
reer backgrounds, ranging
from photography to business
management consulting, but
united in their interest in
learning more about the com·
plex field of urban real estate.
The Long Walk Societies is
an organization comprised of
members of the Trinity Com·
munity who are dedicated to
supporting the College, interested in forging connections
among its passionate alumni,
and interested in engaging
in a discourse of the future
of the institution. Students
interested in joining, or de·
tails regarding future events,
should contact Fiona Bren·
nan '15, Peter Ragosta '15,
or Benjamin Chait '16, all of
whom work for.the Long Walk
Societies.

Nicole Schwartz '15 on her time studying away in Paris
NICOLESCHWARTZ '15
CONTRIBUTING WRJTER

Growing up on classic films
like "Funny Face" and "Gigi," I
fantasized about going to Paris
from a young age. I plastered
my walls with pictures of the
Eiffel Tower and maps of the
Metro, dreaming of one day
living in the City of Lights. Be·
ing among the art and culture
was something I was beyond
excited about, so making the
choice to study abroad in Paris
my junior year was a no·brain·
er.
Academically, the Trinity
in Paris program was a perfect
fit. I appreciated how much
support I got from my teach·
ers, which made the foreign
transition much easier. This
was especially helpful because
I did not speak French coming
into the semester, which is
not required for the program.
Everyone did have to take a

French course, which corre·
sponded to his or her level of
experience. I got a hang of the
language pretty quickly-de·
spite the fact that my accent
was a dead giveaway that I
was an American. Most of the
time I would use some combi·
nation of French, English, and
gesturing wildly to commu·
nicate with Parisians, which
usually managed to get my
point across.
Trinity provides us with
furnished apartments, all
m different neighborhoods
around the city. These are usu·
ally small flats, but I hit the
jackpot getting to room with
one of my best friends in a spa·
c1ous apartment overlooking
the Eiffel Tower. My friends
and I spent many nights in
our living room with a bottle of
wine watching the Tower sparkling, which are some of my
best memories from my whole
time in Europe. We even threw

a Christmas party for all of the
students in our apartment at
the end of the semester.
Classes were small and
structured similar to those at
Trinity, with exams and man·
datory attendance. Of the four
of my classes I took, three
counted towards my double
major. Trinity owns a small
campus in the heart of the
sixth arrondissement, in the
historic Saint·Germain·des·
Pres neighborhood. Learning
was not restricted to the class·
room, however, and professors
took advantage of all that the
city has to offer. Half of my Art
History classes took place in·
side the city's many museums
and galleries, and I must say
seeing the Renoirs up close
was by far more exciting that
viewing them on a projector. I
also took an interesting Urban
Sociology class that required
us to explore a Parisian neigh·
borhood that we would not

normally visit. With a partner,
I was sent out to the business
district of La Defense to con·
duct research and visit a part
of Paris I would not have normally seen. This professor also
took us to different immigrant
neighborhoods and showed us
just how much there is to seen
in Paris beyond the Champs·
Elysees.
Along with the many excursions within Paris, Trinity also
took us on trips outside of the
city. On one outing, we visited
the Chateau at La Roche-Guy·
on and Monet's Garden at
Giverny. Getting up close and
personal with the water lilies
that inspired so many mas·
terpieces was a magical expe·
rience. On another weekend
we were taken to Normandy,
where we visited the otherworldly Mont Saint-Michel
and the beaches where the
D·Day landings took place.
Outside of the planned class

trips, many utilized the week·
ends to travel. I got the chance
to go to Barcelona and Amsterdam, two cities I had always
wanted to see. All of the stu·
dents also got a full week off
for Toussaint vacation, so I
traveled with six friends on an
eight·day train trip through
Central Europe. We began our
adventure in Prague, taking
an overnight train to Buda·
pest, then Vienna, and eventually ended in Munich. It
was the trip of a lifetime, but
by the end, both my body and
wallet were exhausted and I
vowed to spend the rest of the
semester within Paris.
This for me was the best
time spent. Being in the city
there was always something
to do; I could spend a lifetime
within the . city's limits and
never get bored. I went to con·
certs, plays, and some of the
world's best restaurants on a
whim.
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The man and the history behind Peter B's Espresso
helped when it moved to
Wesf Hartford Centereverything became more
legitimate, prices were
If you're a student at
Trinity, you have most
comparable, but Starbucks still had a very dis·
likely stopped by Peter
tinct, Pacific-Northwest·
B's Espresso, located in
ern flavor."
Funston Cafe in Raether
Eventually, Brainard
Library. The coffee shop is
moved to his third loca ·
run entirely by students
tion-the Barnes and Noand managed by Rene
ble bookstore in Gallow's
Dion-who also happens
Hill. Brainard's choice to
to bake the assortment of
move from West Hartford
decadent brownies, cookto Trinity's campus in the
ies, and of course, pump·
early 1990s was simple:
kin bread served. First
& Last, a well-known
"a college campus was a
prime
location-people
bakery just a few blocks
want coffee, they want to
from Trinity's campus,
be awake, and also have
also sells their rich and
something that tastes re·
buttery pastries, as well
ally good." It was at this
as breakfast wraps and
time when Brainard trav·
lunch sandwiches, which
eled to Italy, where he met
usually sell-out within the
the individuals who made
first several hours of the
the espresso machines
cafe being open. Whether
COURTESY OF The Watkinson Archives and roasted the very cofor not the baristas know
your order before you step Peter B's Espresso when it was located in Barnes and Noble at Gallows Hill back in 1993. fee beans Peter B's used.
He did this to find the
up to the counter, many
wonder, is Peter B. a real
Though Brainard had first "Peter B's Espresso." to his espresso drinks. absolute best products to
person? The answer in no particular affinity for Operating out of an of- Brainard would also play bring back to business in
short: yes.
coffee, he was "looking for fice/shopping complex in classical music and set up America.
His advice for aspir·
Not only is the man be- something that was new Downtown Hartford called little tables and chairs in
House
Square, order to create a Europe· ing entrepreneurs: "Make
hind the logo on your cof- and that [he] could start State
fee sleeve a real person, without a big capital in· Brainard utilized the high an ambiance. His hope sure that your business is
but he also happens to be vestment." While in Seat· volume outlet to attract was that if someone vis· special, that it has some·
a Trinity alumnus. Hail- tle, Brainard found a few the tens of thousands of ited from Italy, France, thing that will make it
ing from a family of en· groups of people who ran people that walked by or Europe, they would stand apart from its com·
espresso and worked there every- say 'this is exactly how it petitors.'' Whether it be
trepreneurs, Peter Brain - self-contained
price, style, service, lo·
ard, class of 1989, started cafes from custom made day. Brainard also gained tastes at home.'
Within a few years, cation, or nice ambiance,
selling specialty espresso carts on wheels. "May- the attention of multiple
drinks before even the be I can do that in Hart· media outlets· for exam· Brainard moved to West Brainard believes that
first Starbucks opened in ford," he thought. Simply ple, CBS News was right Hartford Center, creating there needs to be a com Connecticut. The winter by watching them, he down the street, so often· a full service cafe and of- pelling factor "that com·
before he graduated from learned the ins and outs times the on-air reporters fering more varieties of pletely distinguishes you
Trinity, Brainard traveled of an espresso machine, in would stop by for coffee. food. Business continued from someone else."
Whether you start your
to Seattle to visit his un- hopes of replicating that Though business grew to grow, as specialty cofcle, who was a "pretty big perfect product back on fairly quickly, the biggest fee shops stopped being a morning off with a piece
coffee freak." At this time, the East Coast. Brainard challenges that Brain- total novelty. When Peter of the ever popular Pump·
"espresso-type businesses learned both the bene· ard faced was selling his B's started in 1988, almost kin Bread-which typical·
were getting really big in fits of high quality coffee "mysterious coffee prod- no one knew what a latte ly gets its own shout out
Seattle and San Francis· beans, as well as the many ucts" (i.e. lattes, mochas, was. Popular culture like on admissions tours--or
co, but nothing other than ways to mess it up-"any cappuccinos) that were the T.V. Show "Friends," you're a dedicated Suma·
Italian/Ethnic-type cafes little thing that isn't cor- nearly triple the price of which was based in a cof- tra drinker, or a fan of the
existed on the East Coast," rect along the way-you all other products being fee bar, made a huge dif- various seasonal lattes,
according to Brainard. don't put enough coffee in sold at any chain. Howev· ference in terms of the de- Brainard values quali"People might've heard of the filter, the cup isn't hot er, "people were curious. mand for espresso drinks. ty and a personal touch
espresso or cappuccinos enough, there's too much Those who were working No longer was there mys· above all else-"I wanted
but the majority of coffee milk or not enough milk- could afford $2 and fig- tery about what a mac· to make people so happy
shops on the East Coast anything can mess up the ured [his] coffee must be chiato or a hazelnut latte to get an incredible tast·
amazingly good, unique, was. Brainard also attests ing latte or mocha." As
consisted of McDonalds quality."
and Dunkin Donuts, both
Just a few months af- and wanted to know what his business' growth to for Peter's favorite drink?
of which sold only hot cof- ter graduating from Trin- made it more expensive, Starbucks coming into the "Double short latte, no
fee for less than $1."
ity, Brainard opened the so people would come and picture. "It really, really sugar."
try it out."
Brainard knew that
only a small percentage of
his customers would come
by everyday, but that
every customer was extremely valuable. "I could
see them walking from
100 miles away and their
coffee would be ready by
the time they got there."
Over
time,
Brainard
would print up coupons in
downtown Hartford and,
later in West Hartford
center, valid for either a
discounted latte, in hopes
COURTESY OF Rene Dion of attracting customers
COURTESY OF Rene Dion
Peter B's was founded by Peter Brainard, who went to Trinity. and introducing them Peter B's also serves sandwiches from First & Last Bakery.
KELLY VAUGHAN '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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'''Tis Pity She's A Whore'' opens this week at Austin Arts
FORREST ROBINETTE '16

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
This year's fall main-stage
theater production, "'Tis Pity
She's a Whore," opens this
week at Austin Arts. The play,
written by John Ford, is a trag·
edy of love, lust, violence, and
revenge. Ford, a Jacobean era
playwright, wrote '"Tis Pity
She's a Whore" in 1633 and it
has since become known as one
of the most controversial works
of English literature. The play
openly confronts the issue of in·
cest through its depiction of the
romantic relationship between
two siblings.
Barbara Karger, director of
the production and Associate
Professor of Theater and Dance,
said that the play contains
clear parallels to Shakespeare's
"Romeo and Juliet." She noted
the greatest difference between
the two plays: "In "'Tis Pity,"
the lovers are not Montague
and Capulet. They are brother
and sister. Therefore, the con·
flict of the play arises not from
the lovers' distance, but from
their closeness."
Although the play is most
famous for its discussion of
incest, Karger believes that
-,inces.t .i not t~ most central
theme of the play. "It's all about

false morality," she said, "the
characters who commit incest
are the most moral characters
in the show. Everyone else is
lying, bribing, and scheming."
In this way, Ford asks the audi·
ence to decide which characters
are really at fault in the world
of the play. Society condemns
incest, but, in "'Tis Pity," the
motivation behind the incest is
genuine love between the two
siblings. And, although the oth·
er characters of the play do not
engage in incestuous relation·
ship~, they are driven by greed,
jealousy, and hate.
Karger noted that the play
also contains a profound dis·
cussion of gender roles. She
said, "the 'Whore' in the play's
title is a woman, not a man,
even though the men of the
play do plenty of whoring. "
Throughout the play, Ford ex·
plores and exposes the double
standards imposed on women.
In "'Tis Pity," as we often see
in real life, women are held to
much stricter moral structures
than men are.
Allen Rios '17, who plays
Bergetto and the Cardinal,
said that the play "uses misog·
ynist language in an ironic way
that forces us contemplate how
we speak ab@t. :womi:in:' Rios
went on to say that Ford's mes·

sage remains relevant in to·
day's society. There have been
monumental strides in gender
equality since the seventeenth
century, but women are still
fighting for fair treatment in
certain walks of life.
When asked why she chose
"'Tis Pity" for this semester's
main-stage production, Karger
said that she wanted to give her
actors an opportunity to work
with heightened language.
"'Tis Pity'' was written almost
400 years ago, and, as such, the
language of the play differs sig·
nificantly from the English we
know and use today.
Karger said that when she
chooses a play, she tries "to
think about what will be best
for the students... what will
help them learn and improve
as actors." She went on to say
that, for actors, it can be a won·
derful challenge to work with
language that isn't immediate·
ly familiar to you.
Chanel Erasmus '15, who
plays Hippolita, confirmed that
she has thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity to work with the
heightened language of '"Tis
Pity." She explained, "in this
play, I never assume I know the
meaning of a line as I might do
when P,e):forming in a play with
contemporary language. I real·

ly have to do my homework. I
have to know what I'm saying
in every line and every word.
And that's a wonderful experience as an actor."
Dan Trainor '17, who plays
Giovanni, also discussed how
much he enjoyed the acting
challenge of the play's Ian·
guage. He said, "you have to
find your own connection with
17th century language. When
the actor finds the connection,
the audience will too." Karger
said that, in her experience,
when actors undertake this
kind of research and text work,
their performances are much
more powerful as a result.
Many of the actors dis·
cussed how much they enjoy
the content of the play. Eras·
mus said that the show is "ac·
tion·packed.... you'll never be
bored." She also went on to
elaborate that the show's pace
is very fast: "We took the air
out between lines and entranc·
es and exits are done with so
much energy."
There are no set changes in
the show because Karger chose
a unit set for the production.
She said she didn't want any
of the play's momentum to be
lost during scene changes. This
production of "'Tis Pity" is only
ninety minutes long and the

cast said that they have been
working to make it move like
a frpight train so that the au·
dience will be consistently en·
gaged.
The actors of the show ex·
pressed their excitement about
presenting their work to an
audience after more than two
months of rehearsal. Trainor
said that he always loves to
see how an audience reacts to a
play because theater is such a
powerful artistic medium. "It's
different from movies or TV,"
he said, "in theater, you feel
a stronger connection to the
story because the people are
there, right in front you. You're
not seeing them through a com·
puter screen."
Erasmus said that she is
excited to see how audiences
will react to the show's contro·
versial themes and the social
issues that it raises. ''You can
discuss and confront things
in theater you can't confront
m everyday situations," she
said, "in that way, theater is a
unique and powerful space."
"'Tis Pity She's a Whore"
will be performed this Thurs·
day, Friday, and Saturday, Nov.
13·15, at the Goodwin Theater
in Austin Arts. The show be·
gins at 7:30 p.m. each day and
admission is free.
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Cinestudio Review: Craig Johnson's ''The Skeleton Twins"
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18
STAFF WRITER

What would the film
industry be without the
high school drama genre?
Where would we go for our
teen angst, our loners and
our jocks? Ninth to twelfth
grade is a cinematic petri
dish for fear, romance, and
latent individuality - it is
the place where people start
being people. "The Skeleton
Twins" tells us that while
high school is often wonderful and inspiring, the real
drama sometimes arrives
about fifteen years after the
credits roll.
Milo and Maggie are siblings who spent their childhoods joined at the hip, only
becoming closer after their
father's suicide. They told
each other their secrets,
fears and ambitions, even
getting matching tattoos to
solidify their bond. As the
two grew older, all of this
fell apart, and they went
ten years without seeing
one another. Both fell into
hopelessness over time,
Maggie in a marriage full of
lies, and Milo a failed actor,
languishing in self doubt
after a breakup with his
boyfriend. When they each
attempt suicide on the same
day, at different ends of the
country, they grudgingly re-

unite and begin down a path
of self-salvaging and renewal in rural New York. Each
one comes to realize that it
is only through each other
that they can work toward
happiness.
"The Skeleton Twins" is a
sweet and simple movie that
dares to be both hilariously
funny and heartbreakingly
sad, sometimes in the same
moment. It weighs the pros
and cons of being an outcast, all with a powerful
sense of heart and understanding. Kristen Wiig, who
plays Maggie, and Bill Ha der, who portrays Milo, are
the real highlight, however.
Both alumni of Saturday
Night Live, their casting is
so central to the movie that
it could never have been
made with anyone else in
the lead roles.
In their lightest scenes,
Wiig and Hader bring biting wit and ethereal happiness to the table. Whether
they are dancing together
to Starship's sticky-sweet
80's pop anthem, "Nothing's Gonna Stop Us Now,"
or pretending to be nerdy
paper boys while under the
influence of dentist office nitrous, there is a sense that
we are actually watching
two old friends behaving exactly as they would in real
life. On the other side of the

coin, the two are powerfully gifted dramatic actors.
When they fight, they make
us nervous for them: a skill
that is hard to come by.
This makes for a bit of a
problem, though. Milo and
Maggie are so.central to the
movie that they start to infringe on other aspects. Secondary characters like Luke
Wilson's role as Maggie's
oblivious but loving husband and Joanna Gleason's
as the thoughtless and bohemian mother feel a little
too airy to be effective.
The same can be said
for the plot - It is charm ing and powerful, but there
is an attitude to the finer
points that says, "If it's not
explained, it's not important." The truth is that the
filmmakers know that what
we want to see is our heroes,
Wiig and Hader, and that
the rest of the movie should
take a back seat. I would
have liked a little more refinement on these fronts,
but "The Skeleton Twins"
leaves you in a forgiving
mood.
There's a real poetry to
this movie that I have not
seen much, particularly
when it comes to sentimentality. Milo and Maggie need
to face the mistakes of their
past, even those choices that
made them who they are.

In one of the best scenes,
the two siblings are discussing a bully from high school.
Milo says that when he was
young, he always told himself that those jocks, those
elite people who look down
on their peers, had peaked
in high school, and would
never find happiness in
the real world. The truth,
he continues, was that this
bully had gone on to become
an electrician and now had
a beautiful family. Milo says

that he now believes he himself was the one who peaked
in high school.
With this scene "The
Skeleton Twins" asks viewers whether a person sometimes needs to sacrifice
their pride to be happy. It
is a special kind of movie
that asks this question in
the first place, but the thing
that makes "The Skeleton
Twins" a truly good movie
is that it chooses to answer
with ''Yes."

BILL KRISTEN

HADER WIIG

THE

SKELETtN
TWINS
FAMILY IS A CRUEL JOKB

COURTESY OF rottentomatoes.com
"The Skeleton Twins" provides laughter, tears, and reflection.

Bantatn Artist of the Week: Leandra Vargas '18
AMANDA LUNDERGAN '17
STAFF WRITER

Leandra Vargas '18, a
first year Human Rights
major, was recently given
the first place award at the
M.O.C.A. Talent Show. She
has been involved in the
arts almost all of her life,
and has certainly taken advantage of the musical opportunities that Trinity has
offered. Vargas often writes
her own raps, which led her
to become interested in performing on campus. She is
thinking about a Theater
and Dance double major, so
that there is always something artistic in her aca demics to look forward to.
The M.O.C.A. talent
show had three categories:
dance, music, and spoken word/rap. Vargas performed in the dance and
spoken word/rap categories.
As part of the Elemental
Dance crew, Vargas and the
team won first place for the
dance category. Her personal rap performance also
placed her in first for the
written word/rap cateogry.
Vargas did not go into this
talent show simply to win,
but her passion and talent
on stage won her first place

in the two categories. Her
performance for the written
word category consisted of
two raps, both written by
her. Each one was a collaboration with her friend,
Sarah Watson '15. Watson
stomped and made the beat
in one song, and sang while
Vargas rapped in the other
song.
Before attending Trinity, Vargas was involved in
many theater and dance
programs. She first became
inspired to pursue the arts
when she entertained her
family during gatherings.
As she grew up, she decided
that theater was very important to her, and began
to look into programs that
would teach her more about
it. In her freshman year of
high school, she joined the
Theater Magnet Program in
Florida. The play that they
performed, "I am an Emotional Creature," by Eve
Ensler, is what Vargas says,
"started getting [her] involved in theater in the first
place." Through this play,
she learned so much more
about theater and the arts.
Vargas learned about stage
management and even got
to build some of the sets.
After her freshman year,

she moved back to Brooklyn, New York, where she
continued acting and auditioned for the MCC Theater Youth Company. Once
Vargas was accepted, she
met twice a week with the
group and performed about
ten shows. MCC offered her
several wonderful opportunities, including master
classes where she worked
alongside professional actors and playwrights. In
her senior year of high
school, she participated
in a playwright lab where
professional actors were
actually cast in the plays
that she wrote. ''It was an
incredible experience," said
Vargas, ''because I could see
my own stories come to life.
I learned so much about my
own writing and theater in
general."
The most impressive
part of her high school theater experience was that
her raps were used to close
each of the shows during her
junior and senior year. She
felt honored because every
character in the shows participated in performing her
songs. There were people
dancing, singing, and even
chanting the raps that she
wrote. Since then, Vargas

has maintained an impressive portfolio of plays and
raps, with the goal of someday being on television.
A great addition to her
already impressive accomplishments, Vargas also
interned for Alvin Ailey-a
modern dance company
based in New York City-in
the Arts in Education and
Community Program this
past summer. Although
it was a lot of office work,
at one point she created a
video that is now displayed
on their webpage. This was
her first job experience,
which taught her what it is
like to be behind the scenes
of a dance company, rather
than what she is used to
when she is performing.
Vargas expresses her
passion for the arts through
the many clubs that she is a
part of on campus, such as
the Quirks, the Mill, and
Elemental Dance. One of
the most memorable art
events that she experienced at Trinity was held in
the Cave at the beginning
of the year, where people
in the Hartford community came to perform raps,
dances, and even drum ming. This event led her
to be excited for upcoming

performances Trinity will
offer. Vargas was also a
part of the Iron Poet, where
she performed and heard
a lot of different people's
works. There were workshops for people to perform
their piece and then receive
compliments or questions.
Vargas looks forward to
more events like that on
campus. She is also excited
about using the recording
studio at the Mill. She has
already taken advantage of
it and plans to use it many
more times. Vargas is also
ready to write more plays
and songs, which is how she
raises awareness for social
issues that are important to
her.
What Vargas enjoys the
most about being involved
in the arts is that she has
learned how to empathize
more with people. "It's
sometimes hard for me to
articulate myself," she explains, ''but with the arts,
I can." When she started
MCC, she watched several plays which gave her an
insight into how different
people are, but also how
similar we are as humans.
"People have different stories, but share similar feelings," Vargas concludes.

SPORTS
Trinity Bantam athlete of the -week: Kelcie Finn '18
ANTHONY ZUCARO '16

STAFF WRJTER
As the Field Hockey
season comes to a close, it
is clear that the team is a
force to be reckoned with
within the NESCAC. One of
the contributing players to
this excellent team is firstyear forward Kelcie Finn
'18. A native of Weymouth,
Mass, Finn has had a stellar start to her career as a
Trinity College Bantam.
Through seventeen games,
she has used her athleticism and technical skill to
score a total of 27 goals for
the Bantams. She has also
been able to assist on another ten goals, contributing to
the teams overall 63 goals.
Finn has had many inspirations as an athlete,
an important one being
professional soccer player
Mia Hamm. "She [Hamm]
was definitely a favorite of
mine growing up. She was
a huge role model for me
because she was such a successful and respected athlete who was so dedicated
to her sport and the growth
of athletic opportunities for
females," Finn said. This
inspiration has helped Finn
to improve her game exponentially, as she started

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu
Forward Kelcie Finn '18 leads the Trinity field hockey team in goals (27) and assists (10).
crafting her skill before she
came to Trinity.
"I played at Thayer Academy for four years before doing a post-graduate year at
Westminster in Simsbury,
CT," Finn said, "While
playing in the ISL and
Founder's League, I was
fortunate enough to be playing with and against some
of the top athletes in New

England. Like the NESCAC, these leagues provide
strong competition every.
time you face off against another team, which undoubtedly helped prepare me for
the collegiate level." This
high level competition certainly ·helped Finn. Thanks
to her contributions, along
with the rest of her teammates, the Trinity College

Field Hockey Team was able
to advance to the NESCAC
Tournament with a 12-3
record. Most of these wins
were against other NESCAC teams, with an impressive 8-2 record against
conference teams.
The team has definitely
had much success this season, with multiple blowout
wins and playoff victories

under their belt. In particular, Finn has fond memories of toppling the Bowdoin
Bears. "The most exciting
moment thus far at Trinity
has definitely been beating
Bowdoin in overtime earlier this season," explained
Finn, ''They were undefeated and No. 2 in the country
at the time and had not lost
a home game since 2009.
The win not only made a
statement for our team
in the NESCAC, but also
started our climb up the
national rankings and gave
us the confidence we needed
heading into the second half
of our season."
This confidence has carried over into the girls' morale, and Finn thinks they
have what it takes to go all
the way. ''The season thus
far has been extremely exciting. Our team has really
come together on and off the
field with the leadership of
our three seniors, Catherine
Read '15, Courtney Wynne
'15, and Sophie Doering '15,
and we have proven that we
can hold our ground against
the top teams in the country.
We are excited to be moving
forward in our postseason
and confident that we have
the talent to beat any team
we come up against."
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Bantam football ends season with close loss to Wesleyan
ELIZABETH CAPORALE '16
STAFF WRITER

Trinity Football finished off
their eight game season with
what was almost a dramatic
comeback against Wesleyan on
Nov. 8. The Bantams suffered
a narrow loss to the Cardinals
on Wesleyan's home turf, Corwin Football Stadium. The final score was 20·19. This gives
Trinity an overall record of 5·3,
and this loss ends the Bantam's
thirteen year winning streak
against Wesleyan. The last
NESCAC football game of the
year was played shortly after
the Trinity-Wesleyan scuffle,
a matchup between Williams
and Amherst. Amherst endr 1
up defeating the Ephs, achiev·
ing a perfect 8·0 record and
winning the NESCAC Cham·
pions title outright. This is
Amherst's second perfect sea·
son in the past four years and
fifth time taking the NESCAC
crown. Coming in behind Am·
herst was Wesleyan, boasting
a 7·1 record. Behind the Cardi·
nals sits Middlebury with a 6·2
record. Trinity earned fourth
place, followed by Bates and
Tufts (both 4·4). At the bottom
of the barrel sits all the teams
with a less than .500 record·
Bowdoin, Colby, Williams and
Hamilton (who finished with

COURTESY OF www.athletics.trincoll.edu

Tight end Brendan Oliver '15 caught a 28-yard touchdown pass in Trinity's 20·19 loss to Wesleyan.
an unfortunate record of 0-8).
After the first quarter, Trin·
ity and Wesleyan remained at
0-0. After the second, the score
was bumped up to 6·6 after a
short lived Bantam lead. The
Cardinals took a command·
ing lead in the third, scoring
two touchdowns in the quarter putting the score at 20·6.
In the fourth, the Bantams
started making some headway
in reducing the gap between
scores. Tri-captain safeties
Mike Mancini '15 and Kyle Mc·
Guire '15 got the ball rolling

with back·to·back tackles for
losses and helped keep the ball
in Wesleyan territory. After a
short punt, first year quarterback Spencer Aukamp '18 (filling in for Henry Foye '16) was
able to thread the needle with
tight end Brenan Oliver '15 for
a 28 yard touchdown, cutting
the lead to 20·13 with around
twelve minutes remaining in
the game.
With less than five min·
utes left on the clock, Wesleyan
nearly succeeded in securing
their victory when corner Jake

Bussani '16 picked off one of
Aukamp's passes. Thankfully
a strong Trinity defense was
able to force a three·and·out
fending off the Cardinal at·
tack. Shortly after this close
call, Darrien Myers '17 caught
Wesleyan's punt at the Trini·
ty 43-yard line and amazingly
juked his way down the middle
then straight down the right
side all the way to the Cardinal
7-yard line. Aukamp came up
big, scoring his second rushing
touchdown of the game, bring·
ing the score to 20·19 with 1:15

left in the contest. Unfortu·
nately, Trinity was unable to
capitalize on their go·ahead
conversion try as Chudi Ireg·
bulem '15 was stuffed at the
goal line by Wesleyan defense.
Trinity's defense made a final
stand to get the ball back, but
an incomplete pass and a sack
by Wesleyan's Dee Simon '15,
ended the game.
Such a heartbreaker for
head coach Jeff Devaney and
his Bantams is hard to swal·
low, however, not all is lost.
Several players were honored
for their exceptional efforts
both on and off the field. Mike
Mancini was named as a Na·
tional Football Foundation
(NFF) National Scholar-Ath·
lete. An All·NESCAC honoree
a year ago, Mancini is tied for
a team high of five pass break·
ups in five games this fall. He
is a two·time NESCAC All-Ac·
ademic selection, and the Col·
lege's junior male athlete of
the year in 2013·14. He is the
first Trinity football player to
be named an NFF National
Scholar Athlete. As far as oth·
er accolades earned by Trin·
ity athletes, linebacker Tom
Szymanski '15 and has been
named as one of the NESCAC
Football Players of the Week
based on his performance this
past Saturday.

Trinity Field Hockey season ends in NESCAC semifinals
JUSTIN FORTIER '18
STAFF WRJTER

Trinity Field Hockey's im·
pressive 2014 campaign came
to a close on Nov. 8 in Bruns·
wick, Maine. The Middlebury
Panthers, one of the only two
NESCAC teams to beat the
Bantams in the regular sea son, pulled out a second win.
The 3· 1 final score advanced
Middlebury's overall record
to 16·1 and brought Trinity's
down to 13·4.
Middlebury jumped out to
an early two·goal lead in the
first half. Middlebury midfield·
er and tri-captain Catherine
Fowler '15 opened the scoring
with an unassisted goal just
over five minutes into regu·
lation. Minutes later, Fowler
added a second point to her
personal·post·season tally, as
the Panthers struck off a pen·
alty corner as defender Jillian
Green '16 found the back of the
cage with Fowler registering
the assist, to give the Panthers
a 2·0 advantage.
Trinity fought back late in
the first-half with a goal from
leading Sl:Orer Kelcie Finn '18,
cutting the margin to 2· 1. Eliz·
abeth Caporale '17 assisted

Finn's 27th goal of the season
off a penalty corner. Finn has
set the bar high for herself in
future years as she now holds
single-season program records
in points (64) and game-win·
ning goals (7), while ranking
second in goals, a very impres·
sive season for a first-year forward.
Unfortunately, Finn did not
add to her game-winning goal
tally this week, as the Ban·
tams were unable to score a
goal for the remainder of the
game. Trinity's defense was
thrown into disarray four and
a half minutes in the second
half as Bantam goalkeeper So·
phie Fitzpatrick '16 was given
a yellow card and Gianna Pi·
leggi '18 come in to take over in
net. With Pileggi in front of the
net, the Middlebury Panthers
stretched their lead back to
two as Fowler scored her sec·
ond goal of the day off a pen alty corner. Down the stretch,
Fitzpatrick returned and made
several saves to keep the Ban·
tams in it. Overall the Middle·
bury goalkeeper turned aside
three shots to earn the victory
for Middlebury, while Fitzpat·
rick made five saves in a losing
effort for Trinity. In just under

six minutes of action, Pileggi
stopped one shot. The Pan·
thers held a 15·7 advantage
in shots and took nine penalty
corners to the Bantams' four.
The following Sunday, the
NESCAC tournament came to
a close as the Panthers defeat·
ed the Bowdoin Polar Bears at
Bowdoin. The second-seeded
Middlebury topped Bowdoin
2· l. The game began with a
Bowdoin goal in the first ten
minutes from Rachel Kenne·
dy and remained unanswered

until Middlebury's Hollis Pet·
ricone '16 scored an unassisted
goal in the 31st minute. Cath·
arine Fowler led Middlebury to
become conference champions
with a goal in the 69th minute.
With less than thirty-seconds
on the clock, Middlebury play·
er Alyssa Demaio '15 took a
penalty corner to assist Fowl·
er.
While this NESCAC tournament may have not ended
the way Trinity hoped, there
is hope for an even better sea·

son next year, as the core of the
team will return, while Bowdo·
in and Middlebury are losing
key players.
Unfortunately, the Ban·
tams' season came to an end,
as they were not selected for
the NCAA Division III Nation·
al Championship Tournament
despite a top ten ranking in the
NCAA coach's poll.
Bowdoin and Middlebury
will represent the NESCAC in
the tournament, beginning on
Nov. 12.
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The Trinity field hockey team fell to Middlebury in the NESCAC semifinals with a 3-1 decision.

